Society Activity Report 2020-21
Finance and Investment Cell
Case Club League:
Case Club League is one the biggest case study competitions. CCL differs from other
competitions because of its interactive concept.
The event saw 8000+ registrations with 2 rounds and a wildcard round.

Dream Merger:
Dream Merger is India's largest undergraduate case study competition based on Mergers
and Acquisitions. Round 1 and 2 were preliminary rounds with case studies based on
mergers and acquisitions. Round 2 also included financial evaluations and calculations.
The final round required us to prepare a buy side pitch, which was then presented in front of
a panel of judges. The event had 3500+ registrations.

Stockalysis:
A stock pitch competition where participants were expected to analyse the stock market and
give recommendation based on their analysis, with 1500+ registrations.

Finatic:
The society brings together the worlds of finance and quizzing under Finatic, a unique online
quiz competition hosted on the Finatic blog and had 3200+ registrations.

Financial Knights:
Financial Knights is an event which gathers students from all around Delhi to participate in a
simulation of stock market. Participants were asked to invest fake currency to make the most
profit from changing values of stocks and had 700+ registrations.
Investment Forum:
It was a dynamic and unique forum based on crisis management. Participants were given
country profiles in round 1 and had to find solutions for the financial crises in the countries
allotted. In the finals participants were allocated Sovereign Wealth Funds and made to invest
while making public statements followed by group discussions to address certain problems.
The event saw 500+ registrations.
Research paper competition:
It is focussed in the domain of finance, economics and business. The participants were
required to submit their research proposals to our society. The submission of research
proposals was conducted digitally. With 2 teachers the event had 500+ registrations.

Das Capital:
Das Capital is the annual finance festival of the society spread over three days with a
diverse range of events.
The events hosted during Das Capital 2020 were as follows:
1. Corporate Wars (A Dynamic Case Study Competition)
2. Finatic (Financial Hackathon)
3. Investrix (Financial Market Simulation)
4. Galactica (A Wildcard Event Focusing on Strategy and Investments)
5. Keynote Lecture by Jayant Sinha (Getting to the Green Frontier- A unique Development
Model for India)
6. Q&A Session with Dilip Chenoy (The Ed-Tech Industry- Trends Post Pandemic)
Financial Literacy Festival:
Fin Lit is the annual financial literacy fest spread over a period of three days which includes
many dynamic events and talks by eminent personalities as well as a Carnival for school
students.
The events under Finlit were:
1.Business Tangent
2.Talk Series
3.Carnival
-A session on career building in Investment Banking and Private Equity, followed by Q/A
round by Aman Goyal and Satyam Tusyan.

Financial Literacy Sessions:
We conduct financial literacy sessions in collaboration with various NGOs to spread financial
literacy amongst the underprivileged. The sessions were conducted for students of classes
6th to 11th impacting 250+ students. The event had the following sessions:
1. Session with TFI: 10th September, 2020;
2. Session with TFI: 23rd September, 2020;
3. Session with TFI: 15th October 2020;
4. Session with TFI: 26th October 2020;
5. Session with TFI: 9th january, 2021;
6. Session with Samarpan: 20th February, 2021

